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Chapter 4

Night Flight Rules & Requirements
A night VFR (NVFR) rating allows flight at night under visual meteorological
conditions. Although flying in visual conditions, there may not be a visual
horizon. Therefore, night flight requires a greater understanding of the operation and utilisation of flight instruments and navigation aids. There are also
additional considerations with regard to regulations and procedures to be taken
into account when planning a flight at night.

What is Night?
Night is defined in the Aeronautical Information Publication (AIP) as the
period between the end of evening civil twilight and the beginning of morning
civil twilight. Day is defined in the AIP as the period of time from the beginning of morning civil twilight to the end of evening civil twilight. Civil
twilight is the twenty-minute period after sunset and before sunrise.

Pilot Suitability to Fly Night VFR
References: CASR Part 61 sub-parts 955, 960, 965, 970 amd 975.
As the holder of a night VFR rating, you are authorised to fly in Australia at
night in VMC as pilot in command of an aircraft with a take-off weight not
exceeding 5,700 kg in the private or airwork categories. A night VFR rating
will remain in force for as long as you hold a flight crew licence. If your night
VFR rating test was conducted in a single-engine aircraft, the rating is only
valid for single-engine and centreline-thrust aircraft.
Student Pilots (under supervision)
Operational Requirements

Student pilots may be authorised to fly in the circuit area at night provided:
• the flight is authorised by a qualified flight instructor;
• the whole flight is conducted under the direct supervision of a qualified flight
instructor;
• weather conditions permit the flight to be conducted under the VFR;
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• an entry must is into the student’s log book stating that the student has satisfied the night VFR handling requirements in an aircraft of the same category as the aircraft used for the flight; and
• there are no passengers in the aircraft.
Handling Requirements

While flying dual, a student pilot must meet the following requirements before
being sent solo in the circuit area at night:
• during daylight hours, the student must recover from unusual attitudes solely
with reference to the aircraft’s instruments;
• in daylight or at night, the student must manoeuvre the aircraft in the ways
listed below:
– a level turn of up to 30° angle of bank;
– a climbing turn at a constant airspeed to an altitude previously determined by the instructor;
– a descending turn at a constant airspeed to an altitude previously determined by the instructor;
– straight and level flight; and
– climbing and descending;
• during the hours of night, the student must fly the aircraft by reference to
visual cues and by the aircraft’s instruments in the following sequences:
– circuits;
– baulked approaches (go-rounds);
– entry to the glide configuration from straight and level flight; and
– entry to the glide configuration from a climbing attitude.
Recent Experience

In order to fulfil recent-experience requirements, a student pilot must satisfy
either of the following conditions:
• the student must have completed three take-offs and landings in the previous
30 days while acting as pilot in command at night (or the previous 90 days if
a RPL is held); or
• the student must have completed one take-off and landing in the previous
30 days while flying dual and while flying at night (or the previous 90 days
if a RPL is held).
Private or Commercial Pilots
To fly under the Night VFR, a pilot must:
• hold a Night VFR Rating;
• hold a Night VFR endorsement; and
• meet recent experience requirements.
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Requirements for the grant of Night VFR Rating

Reference: CASR Part 61.975
The applicant must
• hold a PPL or CPL (or ATPL);
• hold an endorsement for single or multi-engine aircraft, as appropriate;
• have at least 10 hours of aeronautical experience at night in an aircraft or
approved simulator including at least 5 hours of dual cross-country time at
night under NVFR - which must include at least one landing at an aerodrome other than the aerodrome at which the flight began and that is remote
from extensive ground lighting; and
• have passed the test for the Rating.
Night VFR Endorsement

Reference: CASR Part 61.980.
A pilot must also hold a night VFR endorsement. For an aircraft of a single engine
aeroplane class, the pilot must have:
• at least 5 hours of aeronautical experience at night as pilot of an aeroplane
or an approved flight simulation training device for the purpose, including
at least one hour of dual flight time and one hour of solo night circuits; and
• at lease three hours of dual instrument time.
For a multi-engine aircraft the same requirements exist but on a multi-engine aircraft or training device.
Recent Experience

Reference: CASR Part 61.965.
The holder of a night VFR rating is authorised to exercise the privileges of the
rating in an aircraft of a particular category only if the holder has, within the
previous 6 months:
• conducted at least one night take-off; and at least one night landing in an
aircraft of that category while controlling the aircraft; or
• been assessed as competent to conduct a flight at night in an aircraft of that
category by a flight instructor who holds a night VFR training endorsement.
Note: See also regulation 61.395 for recent experience requirements for certain flight activities involving the carriage of passengers.
Operational Requirements

Private and commercial pilots may be authorised to fly in the circuit area at night
without a night VFR rating provided the following requirements are met:
• pilots are authorised by a qualified flight instructor;
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• the whole flight must be conducted under the direct supervision of an
authorised flight instructor;
• weather conditions must permit the flight to be conducted under the VFR;
• an entry has been made in the pilot’s log book stating that the pilot has
satisfied the night VFR handling requirements in an aircraft of the same
category as the aircraft used for the flight;
• there must be no passengers in the aircraft.
Handling Requirements

Private or commercial pilots must meet the same handling requirements as
those for the student pilot (refer to page 84).
Passenger Requirements

Reference: CASR Part61.395.
To carry passengers, the pilot must have conducted three take-offs and landings at
night in the previous 90 days while acting as pilot in command or dual or have
completed a flight test.
Night VFR Aeronautical Experience

Reference: CASR Part 61.960, 975 & 980.
In order to fulfil eligibility requirements for the night VFR rating, the pilot must:
• hold a PPL;
• complete 10 hours flying at night;
• complete 5 hours in the category of aircraft for the rating sought;
• complete 2 hours in the circuit (one of the 2 hours in the circuit must be in
category of aircraft used for the test);
• complete 5 hours dual navigation; and
• complete one dual cross-country flight of at least 3 hours and 100 nm during
which the pilot must land at another airfield that is not in an area with
sufficient ground light to create a discernible horizon.
Flight Tolerances
All manoeuvres and sequences conducted at night must be flown to the tolerances given in table 4-1.
Heading

±10°

Speed

±10 kt

Height

±200 ft

Table 4-1 Flight tolerances.
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Privileges & Limitations
Reference: CASR Part 61.970.
A pilot must not exercise the privileges of a night VFR rating unless that pilot
has satisfactorily filled the recency requirements mentioned above. A night
VFR rating authorises the holder to fly an aircraft at night as pilot in command
for private flights within Australia, providing the aircraft has a take-off weight
not exceeding 5,700 kg.
Testing
Reference: CASR Part 61.975(2).
No theory exam is required for the night VFR rating (only an oral test prior
to the flight test). To satisfactorily pass a night VFR test, the applicant must
prove to be efficient and safe in the manoeuvres described below. Manoeuvres
are flown by sole reference to instruments and the applicant must demonstrate:
• recovery from unusual attitudes;
• normal turns of at least 180° left and right;
• climbing and descending turns to a predetermined altitude and at a constant
airspeed;
• straight and level flight; and
• climbing and descending flight.
Manoeuvres using Visual Cues at Night

The applicant must complete:
• a take-off, circuit and landing;
• a baulked approach; and
• asymmetric flight in the cruise configuration for multi-engine aircraft.
Correct Manipulation of the Navigation Aids

The applicant must demonstrate:
• an ability to intercept and maintain a desired track to and from a station; and
• the solving of orientation problems.

Aircraft Equipment
Aircraft equipment must be considered carefully in determining whether or
not an aircraft is suitable to fly at night. The following outlines the minimum
equipment that must be serviceable for night flight.
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Lighting
References: CAO 20.18 Appendix V; CARs 195 and 196.
External Aircraft Lighting

At night and in conditions of poor visibility, all external lights required for
VFR flight must displayed. If any lights required for night VFR fail in flight,
air traffic control must be notified immediately. If you are unable to notify air
traffic control, you must land as soon as possible. Under VFR, the following
external lighting must be fitted for flight:
• one landing light;
Note. In the case of charter flights with passengers, two landing lights are
required but a single lamp with two separately energised filaments is
acceptable.
• a steady red light (the port navigation light), which must be projected above
and below the horizontal plane through an angle from dead ahead to 110°
to the left of the aircraft;
• a steady green light (the starboard navigation light), which must be projected
above and below the horizontal plane through an angle from dead ahead to
110° to the right of the aircraft;
• a white light (tail light), which must project above and below the horizontal
plane rearward through an angle of 140° (70° either side of the tail);
• an anti-collision light, which must consist of a flashing red light visible in all
directions within 30° above and 30° below the horizontal plane of the aeroplane; and
Note. Two anti-collision lights are usually fitted – one on the upper fuselage
or fin and the other on the underside of the fuselage).
• wingtip clearance lights, which are required if the wingtips of the aircraft are
more than 2 metres from the navigation lights (wingtip clearance lights must
be steady and of appropriate colours).
Any aircraft parked on or adjacent to a movement area at night must be
clearly illuminated or lit, unless the area the aircraft occupies is marked by
obstruction lights.
Internal Aircraft Lighting

Instruments and equipment essential for the safe
operation of the aircraft and used by the flight crew must be illuminated and
must meet the following requirements:
Instrument Illumination.
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• any illuminated instrumentation or equipment must be easily readable or
discernible (as applicable);
• any direct or reflected rays must be shielded from the pilot’s eyes;
• the power source must be arranged so that if a failure of the normal source
of power occurs, an alternative source is immediately available; and
• the light must emanate from fixed installations.
There must be an intensity control for the instrument lights
so that the brightness of the lights will not affect the pilot’s ability to ready the
instrumentation and conduct the flight safely in all flight conditions.
Note. If it can be demonstrated in all flight conditions that the instrumentation can be read adequately when not dimmed, an intensity control for the
instrument lights is not required.

Intensity Control.

There must be sufficient
lighting in the pilot compartment to enable pilots to read maps and flight documents. All passenger compartments must also be lit.
Lighting in Pilot and Passenger Compartments.

Emergency Lighting.

A shockproof electric torch is required for each crew

member on board.
Cockpit Instrumentation
The following instrumentation must be serviceable:
• an airspeed indicator;
• an altimeter with an adjustable pressure datum graduated in millibars (hectopascals);
• a magnetic compass;
• an accurate timepiece – either a fixed clock in the aircraft or a timepiece
carried by the pilot – that indicates hours, minutes and seconds;
• an outside temperature indicator;
• an attitude indicator (artificial horizon);
• a heading indicator (directional gyro);
• a turn-and-slip indicator (or only a slip indicator if a second attitude indicator usable through a flight attitude of 360° of pitch and roll is installed); and
• an indicator that shows whether or not power is being supplied to the gyroscopic instruments.
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Private, Airwork and Charter under Night VFR

Reference: CAO 20.18.
The flight manual (or approved alternative) for each aircraft will stipulate the
instruments and indicators required for flight. The airspeed indicator and
altimeter must be able to be supplied by either a normal or an alternate static
source, but not both sources simultaneously. Alternatively, the airspeed indicator and altimeter may be connected to a balanced pair of flush static ports.
For aircraft operating under the charter category, the attitude indicator,
direction indicator (DI) and turn-and-slip indicator must have duplicated
sources of power unless the turn-and-slip indicator (or a second attitude
indicator) has a separate source of power which is independent of the power
supply for the gyroscopic instruments.
The instruments must be serviceable prior to take-off for all charter flights
unless:
• flight with the unserviceable instrument is permitted by CASA;
• the unserviceability is a permissible unserviceability as set out in the minimum equipment list for the aircraft; or
• in the case of an approval to fly with an unserviceable instrument, any conditions stipulated by CASA are followed.
Any unserviceable instruments must be either removed from the aircraft or
placarded as ‘Unserviceable’.
Emergency Equipment
Reference: CAO 20.11.
The pilot in command is responsible for ensuring that appropriate and adequate equipment is available on board an aircraft for emergency situations. The
pilot in command must make provisions for equipment and other resources
appropriate to terrain and climate as required for sustaining life.
Over Water Flights

Life jackets, life rafts and emergency signalling equipment are required under
the circumstances outlined below.
Life Jackets. Life jackets are required for:
• single-engine aircraft when the aircraft is flying out of gliding range of land;
and
• multi-engine when flights over water exceed 50 nm.
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All occupants must wear life jackets during flight over water at or
below 2,000 ft in single-engine aircraft outside gliding range of land.
There must be one life jacket on board for each occupant, and life jackets
must be stowed at – or adjacently to – each occupied seat. If infants are carried,
suitable life jackets must be made available and they must be easily accessible.
Life Rafts and Signalling Equipment. Life rafts are required when flying a
distance over water equivalent to 30 minutes at normal cruising speed or
100 nm, whichever is the lesser (single-engine aircraft). Life rafts are carried
in addition to compulsory life jackets, and there must be sufficient places
available in life rafts for all occupants on board the aircraft. Life rafts must be
clearly marked if stowed in compartments or containers, and they must be
readily accessible in the event of any ditching situation. Signalling equipment
must be carried on all flights requiring life rafts. This equipment includes:
• one emergency locator transmitter (ELT) when one life raft is carried and at least
two beacon transmitters when two or more lift rafts are carried; and
• a supply of pyrotechnic distress signals.
Note. Single-engine aircraft are not required to carry life rafts but are
required to carry life jackets. They must carry an ELT if they are not capable
of continuous air–ground communications. The beacon transmitter must
be able to operate on frequencies 121.5 MHz and 243 MHz and must be
stowed where it can be easily accessed in an emergency.
Note.

Briefing of Passengers (check CAAP 253-0)

On flights where survival equipment is required, all passengers must be briefed
on the location and use of all emergency equipment before take-off.
For charter operations, this briefing must be specified in the aircraft’s
operations manual or in another document as specified in the company’s
operations manual.
The briefing must take place before take-off if the flight is to depart directly
over water, otherwise it must take place and be completed before the over
water segment of the flight.
Emergency Locator Transmitter (CAR 252A)

An ELT must be carried on all flights except:
• flights conducted wholly within 50 nm of the departure aerodrome;
• when conducting agricultural operations; and
• when special permission has been granted by CASA.
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Radio Equipment
References: AIP GEN 1.5; AIP ENR 1.1 para 6.1.
The following radio equipment is required for all night VFR flights:
• one VHF radio capable of continuous communications with ATS from on
the ground at the departure aerodrome until on the ground at the destination aerodrome; and
• a HF radio if flying through a remote designated area without an ELT or ELB
on board.
Aircraft radio systems must be properly installed and be functioning prior to
departure. They must also be of a type approved by CASA.
Note. In all night VFR operations, the VHF communications systems must
be able to operate on all VHF frequencies necessary for required reports and
broadcasts along the flight as specified in AIP ENR 1.1 paragraph 19.1.
Charter Operations

For charter operations, one HF radio is required if continuous communication
cannot be maintained with ATS. This HF radio must be capable of communications with ATS during the required period, and it must have frequencies
appropriate to the area of operation.
HF radio is not mandatory if the required reports and broadcasts throughout the
flight can be satisfied and radio communication can be maintained with a properly
trained company representative who is able to communicate with ATS by phone.
Radio Navigation Equipment
Reference: AIP GEN 1.5 Para 2.
When flying under night VFR, a minimum of one of the following navaids
must be carried and be serviceable:
• ADF;
• VOR; or
• GNSS in accordance with: (E)TSO-C129, (E)TSO-C145, (E)TSO-C146
or (E)TSO-C196a, or a later version.
Transponders
Night VFR flights must have the following codes displayed on their Mode 3A
transponder:
• 3000 when operating in controlled airspace;
• 1200 when operating outside controlled airspace; or
• the code designated by ATC.
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Is the Route Suitable to be Flown?
Lateral Navigation Requirements
Flight under the VFR

Navaid

Tolerance

When operating at or below 2,000
Localiser or VOR
half-scale deflection
ft, the aircraft must be navigated by
NDB or locator
±5°
visual reference to ground or water.
DME
± 2 nm
When navigating by visual referTable 4-2 Navaid tracking tolerances –
ence to ground or water, the pilot
controlled airspace.
must positively fix the aircraft’s
position every 30 minutes by reference to features on topographical
charts.
ATC must be notified if your track diverges by more than 1 nm from the
clearance given by ATC in controlled airspace. You must also notify ATC if you
are navigating by reference to a navigation aid and your track diverges by more
than the tolerances listed in table 4-2.
Flying with Reference to Navigation Aids

If you are to navigate with reference to navigation aids, you must only specify
on your flight plan the navigation aids with which your aircraft is equipped and
which you are qualified to use. You are deemed to have suitable qualifications
for navaid use if you are:
• IFR-rated; or
• both night VFR-rated and endorsed on the particular navigation instrument
specified; or
• a PPL holder or above who has been instructed by a qualified flight instructor
to navigate on an aid as the sole means of navigation and is competent to use
that aid.
You must obtain a positive radio fix at intervals not exceeding 2 hours. A
positive radio fix is determined by the passage of an aircraft over an NDB, VOR
station or DME or by the intersection of two or more position lines from NDBs,
VORs, DMEs or localisers (position lines must intersect at an angle of not less than
45°). If the position lines that determine a fix are entirely from NDBs, the NDBs
must be within a range of 30 nm from each other.
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Range of Navigation Aids
NDBs. An NDB may contain more than one range depending on the time (day
or night) and on the terrain the signal is travelling over. For example, the
extract from ERSA for the NDB at Wynyard reads, ‘071/1.0 Range 65 (HN
60), OW 160 (HN 110)’. This tells us that the NDB is 071°M from the runways at a distance of 1 nm and the ranges are:
• 65 nm during the day over land;
• 60 nm at night over the land (HN = hours of night);
• 160 nm during the day over water (OW = over water); and
• 110 nm during the night over water.
Note. NDB ranges are found in ERSA-FAC.
VORs or DMEs. Reference:
AIP GEN 1.5, para 2.3.
Table 4-3 lists the rated coverage for VORs or DMEs.
Although VOR ranges are
not found in ERSA, it does
include information on
restricted range or errors that
may occur.

Table 4-4 outlines the rated coverage for
localisers nominated for
position fixing at ranges
beyond 25 nm.
Localisers.

Aircraft Altitude
Below 5,000 ft

Rated Coverage
60 nm

5,000 ft to below 10,000 ft

90 nm

10,000 ft to below 15,000 ft

120 nm

15,000 ft to below 20,000 ft

150 nm

20,000 ft and above

180 nm

Table 4-3 VOR/DME rated coverage.

Aircraft Altitude

Rated Coverage

At 2,000 ft AGL within ±10°
of course line.

25 nm

Below 5,000 ft

30 nm

5,000 ft and above.

50 nm

Table 4-4 Localiser (LLZ) rated coverage.

Time

When flying, you must ensure that your timepiece is accurate to within ±30
seconds. Some aerodromes also have a time check at the end of the ATIS, e.g.
if you listen to 132.7 kHz in the Melbourne area, you can obtain a time check
to the nearest 30 seconds.
Diverting Off Track

When flying in controlled airspace, you must request a clearance prior to
diverting off track except in the case of an emergency. If you are in controlled
airspace and you consider a diversion necessary due to weather but you are out
of radio contact with flight service, you should declare a pan-pan on the appropriate frequency.
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Avoiding Controlled Airspace

VFR aircraft operating in Class G or Class E airspace using NDB, VOR/TAC
or dead reckoning (DR) as methods of navigation must apply the appropriate
tolerances to ensure that controlled airspace is avoided. The tolerances, which
may be rounded up to the nearest half degree, are as follows:
• NDB ±6.9°;
• VOR/TAC ±5.2°; and
• DR ±12°.
When tracking via DR,
±9° may be used if the initial track
guidance is provided by NDB,
VOR or TACAN and there is no
subsequent change of track.
Visual. For
visual navigation,
night VFR aircraft must apply the
tolerances listed in table 4-5 to
avoid controlled airspace (unless
you have a clearance to enter).

Height AGL

Note.

Tolerance to be
applied at night

At or below 2,000 ft

±2 nm

2,001 to 5,000 ft

±3 nm

5,001 to 10,000 ft

±5 nm

10,000 ft to FL200

±8 nm

FL205 to FL300

±12 nm

Fl305 to FL400

±18 nm

Table 4-5 Tolerances for avoiding controlled
airspace – visual navigation at night.

Cruising Levels

Reference: AIP ENR 1.7, para 5.
Flights are to be flown according to ICAO
convention:
• for magnetic tracks between 360°/000° and
179°M – odd thousands plus 500 ft; and
• for magnetic tracks between 180° and
359°M – even thousands plus 500 ft.
The same rule applies above the transition level – odd or eve levels plus 500 ft.
VFR pilots may fly at random levels below
5000 ft if outside controlled airspace.
Note.

000°
179°
VFR

EVEN
Thousands
Plus
500

VFR

ODD
Thousands
Plus
500

359°
180°

VFG-020.EPS

Figure 4-1 VFR cruising levels.

Traffic Separation Service

ATS provides separation between VFR and IFR flights in Class C and Class D
controlled airspace. In Class E controlled airspace, Class D control zones and
Class G, no separation is provided by ATC and the pilot is solely responsible
for maintaining separation. Flight is not permitted in Class A airspace.
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Vertical Navigation Requirements
Lowest Safe Altitude (LSALT)

References: CAR 174B; AIP GEN 3.2 Para 2.2 7 AIP GEN 3.3 Para 4 & 3.3.
The LSALTs specified on the charts for IFR flights, may be used for VFR flights.
The minimum published LSALT is 1,500 ft. If you are studying a low-altitude
ERC, the LSALT is specified adjacent to the distance bubble.
There is also a grid LSALT:
• on the ERC-L and the TAC, the grid LSALT is displayed in the centre of a
grid square of 1° of latitude by 1° of longitude; and
• on an ERC-H, the grid square is 4° of latitude by 4° of longitude.
For a night VFR flight, you must plan to
fly at least 1,000 ft above the highest obstacle located within 10 nm of your
flight-planned track except:
• during take-off and landing;
• when the destination aerodrome is in sight and you are within 3 nm of the
aerodrome (circling area); or
• when you are being radar-vectored.
Height Required above an Obstacle.

For obstacle clearance, a radius
of 5 nm plus an additional 20% of the air distance flown from the last positive
fix must be applied to the DR position if:
• the navigation of the aircraft is inaccurate;
• the aircraft is deliberately flown off track; or
• a normally available radio navigation aid has failed.
Additional Tolerances for Obstacle Clearance.

In any of the above cases, the aircraft must be at least 1,000 ft above obstacles
within the specified area.
Descent below LSALT under Night VFR

An aircraft flown under night VFR may only descend below the LSALT if:
• the pilot has positively determined that a critical obstruction has been passed
and the aircraft remains at least 1,000 ft above any other obstacles within 10
nm of track; or
• the aircraft is within 3 nm of the aerodrome and the pilot has the aerodrome
in sight; or
• the aircraft is in controlled airspace and the pilot is given the clearance:
‘…cleared visual approach’, in which case descent may be commenced
when the aircraft is within 3 nm of the aerodrome and the pilot has the
aerodrome in sight.
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If you are cleared for a visual approach, you must maintain your track
and heading as cleared by ATC until within 3 nm of the aerodrome, and you
must join the circuit as directed by ATC.

Note.

Weather Requirements for Night VFR
Reference: AIP ENR 1.1 Para 11.7.
When planning for a night flight, you must consider cloud, visibility, wind and
other general weather conditions as you would for a flight by day. However, it is
much more difficult to see cloud at night, so you must make a careful study of
the weather in conjunction with the terrain in the vicinity of your planned flight.
For night VFR, you must plan for an alternate during the currency of, and
up to 30 minutes before, the commencement of any of the conditions listed in
table 4-6:
Cloud

A total of more than SCT below 1,500 ft.

Visibility

Less than 8 km or greater than 8 km, but the forecast consists of a percentage probability of fog, mist, dust or any
other phenomenon that reduces the visibility below 8 km.

Wind

A crosswind or downwind component, which is greater than
that specified as the maximum for the aircraft you are flying.
Table 4-6 Weather requiring an alternate for night VFR.

Cloud amounts are cumulative; for example, FEW010 and FEW012 would
not require an alternate as you have up to 2 oktas at 1,000 ft and up to 2 oktas at
1,200 ft (2 oktas + 2 oktas = 4 oktas). However, FEW010 + SCT012 would
require an alternate as the cloud is up to 2 oktas at 1,000 ft and up to 4 oktas at
1,200 ft (2 oktas + 4 oktas = 6 oktas > SCT).
The following list is used determine cumulative cloud amounts:
• FEW + FEW = SCT;
• FEW + SCT = BKN; and
• SCT + SCT = BKN or OVC.
What if the Weather Conditions are Forecast to Improve?
If the weather conditions are forecast to improve, you do not need to plan to
hold for an alternate if you carry enough fuel to hold until the time the weather
is forecast to improve plus an additional 30 minutes. For example, you plan to
arrive at Point Cook at 1045 UTC and you obtain the following TAF:
AMD TAF YMPC 0820 8000 FEW008 SCT010 36020KT FM11 9999
SCT020 BKN040 36017KT Q 1015 1014 1012 1011 T 16 15 13 12
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This indicates that the weather is forecast to improve to above the alternate
minima from 1100 UTC. Therefore, you can either plan for an alternate or
carry sufficient fuel to reach your destination plus an additional holding
amount of 45 minutes (this includes the time from your expected time of
arrival (ETA) to the time the weather is forecast to improve (i.e. fifteen
minutes) and the thirty-minute buffer required by the AIP).
What if the Weather is only below the Alternate Minima during
Intermittent (INTER) or Temporary (TEMPO) Periods?
In the case of weather that is only below the alternate minima during intermittent (INTER) or temporary (TEMPO) periods, you do not have to plan for
an alternate. However, you must carry holding fuel for the period of the
INTER or the TEMPO plus 30 minutes either side. If the forecast indicates
an INTER, the holding amount is 30 minutes. If the forecast indicates a
TEMPO, the holding amount is 60 minutes.
Examples of INTER and TEMPO
AMD TAF YMPC 0820 8000 FEW020 SCT010 36020KT INTER 0816
5000 FEW008 SCT010 Q 1015 1014 1012 1011 T 16 15 13 12

In this example, holding fuel must be carried due to visibility below 8 km
and cloud greater than SCT below 1500 ft for periods of less than 30 minutes
from 0800 UTC to 1600 UTC. You must also add a thirty-minute buffer
either side. Therefore, if you plan to arrive between 0730 UTC and 1630
UTC, you must take 30 minutes of holding fuel or sufficient fuel to fly to a
suitable alternate aerodrome.
AMD TAF YMPC 0820 8000 FEW020 SCT010 36020KT TEMPO 0816
5000 FEW008 SCT010 Q 1015 1014 1012 1011 T 16 15 13 12

In this example, holding fuel must be carried due to visibility below 8 km
and cloud greater than SCT below 1500 ft for periods of less than 60 minutes
from 0800 UTC to 1600 UTC. You must also add a thirty-minute buffer
either side. Therefore, if you plan to arrive between 0730 UTC and 1630
UTC, you must take 60 minutes of holding fuel or sufficient fuel to fly to a
suitable alternate aerodrome.
Thunderstorms & Severe Turbulence
If thunderstorms, severe turbulence or a probability of either phenomena are
forecast, you must plan for an alternate unless these conditions only occur dur-
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ing INTER or TEMPO periods. If these conditions occur during an INTER
or TEMPO, you must carry 30 or 60 minutes of holding fuel as specified above.
What if There Is a From (FM) Period on the Forecast?

If a from (FM) period results in the weather deteriorating below the alternate
minima, you must plan for an alternate from 30 minutes before commencement of the deteriorating weather.
Examples of FM Periods. AMD TAF YMPC 0820 8000 FEW020 SCT030

36020KT FM11 9999 SCT008 BKN010 36017KT Q 1015 1014 1012
1011 T 16 15 13 12

In example 8-3, the cloud is greater than SCT below 1500 ft from 1100 UTC.
You must place a thirty-minute buffer at the commencement of the deteriorating
weather. Therefore, if your ETA is 1030 UTC or after, you must plan for an
alternate. If the FM period results in the weather improving from that forecast
below the alternate minima, you must plan for an alternate from 30 minutes after
the weather is forecast to improve.
AMD TAF YMPC 0820 8000 SCT008 BKN010 36020KT FM11 9999
FEW020 SCT030 36017KT Q 1015 1014 1012 1011 T 16 15 13 12

In example 8-4, the cloud is greater than SCT below 1500 ft up until 1100
UTC. You must place a thirty-minute buffer at the commencement of the
improving weather. Therefore, if your ETA is 1130 UTC or before, you must
plan for an alternate.
What if the Forecast Is Provisional?

If the destination forecast is provisional (PROV), you must plan for an alternate
aerodrome that has a firm forecast (you cannot plan to fly to an alternate that has
a provisional forecast).
TTF versus TAF

If you are flying to an aerodrome that has a valid trend type forecast (TTF), there
is no requirement to apply buffers during the time the TTF is valid. The
requirement for buffers is removed from TTFs as they provide a continuous
weather watch for a period of 3 hours. If the TTF has two visibilities, you will
need to plan for an alternate if the greater visibility is less than 8 km.
Joining the Circuit in Class G Airspace (OCTA)
When you approach a CTAF at night, you should have a fair idea of the wind conditions from the drift experienced throughout the flight and from the forecast
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obtained prior to departing. However, unless the aerodrome has an ATIS or
AWS, it is recommended that you overfly and check the primary windsock to verify wind direction and strength.
When you are within 3 nm of the aerodrome and have it in sight, you may
descend below the LSALT. You should remain at least 500 ft above the circuit
height (i.e. 1,500 ft AAL) until you have determined which runway you are
using and you are positioned on the dead side. You must complete at least three
legs of the circuit and so the latest you may join the circuit is downwind. Also,
you may not descend in the circuit; therefore, the most practical point to join the
circuit is crosswind or upwind (dead side). If you choose to join downwind, you
should only descend to circuit height outside the circuit area. You must not fly
from the dead side of the circuit to the live side and descend while on the live
side. Also note that some airfields have restricted circuit direction at night.
Note. A straight-in approach may be impracticable at a CTAF aerodrome,
depending on your LSALT. As descent below your LSALT is not allowed until
within 3 nm of the aerodrome, you may have insufficient time to descend without an excessive rate of descent.

Aerodrome Lighting
References: AIP AD 1.1 para 4 (markers) & 5 (lighting).
Permanent Runway Lighting
Permanent Threshold Lights

Permanent threshold lights are green, and the spacing and pattern of these
lights vary depending on the aerodrome (spacing dimensions can be found in
AIP AD 1.1, paragraph 4). Permanent threshold lights are green only in the
direction of the approach, with the exception of the outer light at either side
of the runway, which are in line with the runway edge lights and are omnidirectional.
Runway Threshold Identification Lights

There may be two flashing white lights (strobes) when a runway threshold
needs to be made more conspicuous (for example, when the runway threshold
is displaced). There will be one light on each side of the runway in line with
the threshold, and these lights will flash at a frequency of anywhere in between
60 and 120 flashes per minute. These lights are visible only in the direction of
the approach to the runway.
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Displaced Threshold Lighting

Lighting is used to indicate displaced thresholds in the following situations:
• if the threshold is temporarily displaced, a pattern consisting of two groups
of three lights with a group of lights on either side of the runway is used;
• if the runway is available for taxiing or take-off prior to the threshold
becoming displaced, the runway end has red, unidirectional lighting that is
screened from approaching aircraft;
• if any length from the other end of the runway is available for take-off or
landing prior to the threshold becoming displaced, the runway edge lights
are white and are screened from approaching aircraft; and
• if the threshold is displaced due to an unserviceable runway, yellow or
orange lights are used to outline the area of unserviceability.
Runway Edge Lighting

The longitudinal spacing of runway edge lighting for instrument approach runways is 60 metres. The longitudinal spacing of runway edge lighting for noninstrument or non-precision approach runways at country aerodromes is 90 m.
Runway edge lighting is white, except for a displaced threshold, in which case
the runway end lights are red in the approach direction. Runway edge lighting
is omni-directional when the intensity stages are between 1 to 3, and it is
unidirectional when the intensity stages are between 4 to 6. For precision
approach runways, the lighting in the final 600 metres of the runway is yellow.
For a narrow runway (i.e. with a width of less than 30 metres), the lateral spacing
of the runway edge lights is based on that of a thirty-metre wide runway.
Runway End Lighting

The far end of a runway is normally indicated with six evenly spaced red lights
that are unidirectional. If the runway end and the threshold lights are colocated, the lights are bidirectional and coloured red (towards the runway) and
green (towards final approach).
Runway Centreline Lighting

The centreline (if lit) has white lights from the threshold to a point 900 metres
from the end of the runway. The lights then alternate between red and white
to a point 300 metres from the end of the runway. The lights for the final 300
metres are red.
Runway Touchdown Zone Lighting

Runway touchdown zone lighting is provided for all runways with a Category
II instrument landing system (ILS) installed. The first 900 metres of the
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runway consist of fifteen crossbars (barrettes) of white, uni-directional lights.
There are six stages of intensity available.
Unserviceable Areas

Unserviceable areas are illuminated with steady red lights.
Stopway Lighting

Stopway lighting is only provided if the runway is less than 1,500 metres in
length. Both the side lights and the end lights are red, and they are screened
from aircraft approaching to land from over the stopway.
Taxiway Lighting
There are two types of taxiway lighting:
• side lighting, which consists of fixed, blue lights located on either side of the
taxiway; or
• guideline lighting, which consists of fixed, green lights along the centreline of
the taxiway.
Apron Exit Lights

Apron exit lights are only used if there is an extensive system of taxiways. The
taxiway lights at the exit from the apron will flash the same colour as the taxiway lights.
Runway Exit Lights

The taxiway centreline lighting is extended to the runway centreline on taxiways
used to exit runways. These runway exit lights are spaced at fifteen-metre intervals and continue to the holding point. This lighting consists of alternate green
and yellow lights.
Rapid-Exit Taxiway Lights

On rapid-exit taxiways, the taxiway centreline lighting is extended from the
runway centreline by lights spaced at fifteen-metre intervals. This lighting
extends to the point at which the taxiway changes from a high-speed taxiway
to a normal taxiway (i.e. it shows the rapid-exit radius).
Taxi-Holding Position Lighting

Taxi-holding position lighting consists of three yellow lights in the direction of
the approach of the runway. On taxiways with side lighting, there are only two
yellow lights in line with the holding point.
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Hold-Short Lights

Hold-short lights are only installed on runways used for land and hold short operations (LAHSO). These lights indicate the position of the hold-short line,
which is 75 metres from the intersecting runway centreline. The lights are
white, unidirectional and are situated in a row of six across the runway. They
occult (fade in and out) approximately thirty times per minute.
Note. There are also runway intersection signs and hold-short position
markings.
If a pilot is instructed to land and hold short, that pilot must not cross the
hold-short lights. However, a clearance to take-off, land or cross the
intersection after completing a LAHSO permits the pilot to cross the holdshort lights.
Apron Lighting
Flood lighting is used for apron areas, and care is taken to minimise glare and
shadows.
Approach Lighting
There are six stages of intensity for precision approach lighting and three stages
for other multi-stage systems. The tower controller usually selects the initial
intensity according to conditions, but the intensity may be varied at the request
of the pilot.
Note. Pilots may request for a lower or higher intensity, rather than a specific
setting.
Pilots will be advised when the equipment is selected in a visibility of
5,000 metres or less.
Simple Approach Lighting (Lead-in Lights)

Simple approach lighting is used for non-precision instrument approach runways or non-instrument approach runways. These lights are white and situated
in a line (figure 4-2).
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Figure 4-2 Simple approach lighting.
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Precision Approach Lighting (Lead in Landing Lights)

Precision approach lighting is also white. It consists of a coded line for a category I (CAT I) precision landing system as shown in figure 4-3. Five bars are
standard; however, there are locations with four or six bars.
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Figure 4-3 CAT I approach lighting.

Approach lighting for a category II (CAT II) precision approach is shown in
figure 4-4:
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Figure 4-4 CAT II approach lighting.

Aerodrome Beacons
Aerodrome beacons are designed to be visible from a distance of at least 8 km
from altitudes ranging from 1,000 ft to 5,000 ft in restricted visibility. The beacon may show alternating white and green flashes or white flashes only.
Beacon lighting is on at the following times where ATS units are established:
• at night;
• during times of reduced visibility; and
• during the day when the ATS unit is open.
If there is very little traffic at an aerodrome, the beacon is only displayed for
known movements, but it is available on request.
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Obstacle Lighting
Obstacles or terrain at an aerodrome are lit if they lie within:
• the obstacle limitation surface area; or
• the movement area.
Obstacles will not be lit if they are shielded by obstacles or terrain that
are already lit.
There are three types of obstacle lighting:
• a steady, low-intensity red light;
• a medium-intensity flashing red light for use when an early or special warning is required (this is also known as a hazard beacon); and
• a flashing white light which marks tall structures and is used in day and night
operations (this is also known as a strobe).
Note.

Lane of Entry Strobe Lights
Some lanes of entry near Class D aerodromes are lit with strobe lights which
are situated along the centreline of the lane of entry (LOE). These strobe lights
are indicated on relevant visual terminal charts (VTCs).
Pilot-Activated Lighting
Pilot-activated lighting (PAL) is a system through which the pilot can turn on a
lighting system using a coded VHF carrier wave. The availability of the system
will be noted on the aerodrome/landing chart and in ERSA for the aerodrome
concerned. The following lighting is included:
• runway lighting;
• taxiway lighting;
• apron lighting;
• VASIS lights; and
• wind indicator lights.
How to Activate PAL

Reference: ERSA INTRO.
To activate PAL, select the correct VHF frequency prior to taxiing or within
15 nm of an aerodrome. Push the transmit button three times – each transmission may be no more than five seconds and no less than one second duration.
While there is no limit on the length of the break between each transmission,
the three pulses must be completed within 25 seconds (e.g. say ‘pilot activated
lighting ’ three times slowly with a button release in between).
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The lights will illuminate for a minimum of 30 minutes, and the wind
indicator lights will flash continuously for 10 minutes to warn when the
runway lights are about to extinguish. To reset the lights, repeat the activation
procedure.
Aerodrome Frequency Response Unit with PAL (AFRU + PAL)

PAL operations are provided as an additional function for some aerodrome frequency response units (AFRUs) on the CTAF frequency associated with an
aerodrome. This lighting is only available at night or during periods of poor
visibility, and it will not activate when the natural lighting is above a preset
level. On some units, there is also a discrete frequency so that the lights may
be activated via the discrete frequency or via the CTAF frequency.
When PAL is combined with an AFRU system, the following procedure
must be followed in order for the system to activate:
• the correct frequency must be selected;
• a pulse of no more than one second must be transmitted three times; and
• the breaks between each pulse must be of no more than one second duration.
When the AFRU + PAL system is activated via pilot transmission, the
runway and wind indicator lights will illuminate. The aerodrome frequency
response unit will also transmit a standard reply consisting of the aerodrome
name and the CTAF (as applicable) followed by ‘runway lights on’.
Note. If the runway lights do not illuminate, the message ‘no runway lights’ will
be heard.
The lights will remain on for 30 minutes. After 20 minutes, the windsock
lights will flash at one-second intervals, and the aerodrome frequency response
unit will transmit the message, ‘runway lights 10 minutes remaining’. If the pilot
retransmits to activate the lights, they will be reset for 30 minutes again.
Wind Direction Indicator Lighting
The primary wind indicator is illuminated during night operations. Other
windsocks may also be illuminated. The wind direction indicator lighting is
included in the PAL system unless ERSA specifies otherwise.
Visual Approach Slope Indicator System (VASIS)
There are two types of visual approach slope indicator system (VASIS) lighting
approved for use within Australia: the T-VASIS and the precision approach path
indicator (PAPI). The T-VASIS is a high-intensity lighting system, which
consists of white lights. The PAPI system uses both red and white lights.
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Both systems may be used during day and for night operations. Standard systems provide an obstacle clearance of at least eleven metres above a 1.9° slope
within an azimuth splay of 7.5° either side of the runway for a distance of
5 nm from the threshold and a distance of up to 7 nm from the threshold of
an ILS-equipped runway.
T-VASIS

The T-VASIS system uses lights in the shape of a T. When only the lights of
the crossbar are lit, an on-slope indication is represented. Lights above the
crossbar indicate that the aircraft is too high and should fly down. Lights below
the crossbar indicate that the aircraft is too low and should fly up (figure 4-5).

High: fly down

On slope

Low: fly up

IR-1325.EPS

Figure 4-5 T-VASIS and lead-in lights.

The height of your eyes above the threshold with reference to the lights is
given in table 4-7 (the T-VASIS aim point is 1,000 ft in from the threshold).
Approach Slope Indication

Eye Height above Threshold

3 Lights fly up

0 ft – 7 ft

2 Lights fly up

7 ft – 25 ft

1 Light fly up

25 ft – 41 ft

On slope

49 ft

1 Light fly down

57 ft – 75 ft

2 lights fly down

75 ft – 94 ft

3 lights fly down

94 ft – 176 ft

Table 4-7 T-VASIS indications.

At night, the azimuth splay is usually increased to 30° to allow the T-VASIS
to be seen on the base leg. However, the T-VASIS should not be used for slope
guidance until the aircraft is aligned with the runway. This is because the
obstacle clearance is not guaranteed until the aircraft is within the runway
approach obstacle limitation surface.
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There is also an abbreviated version of the T-VASIS, known as the ATVASIS, for which equipment is located on one side of the runway only
(generally the left).
Legend

PAPI

The precision approach path indicator system consists of a row of four light boxes
aligned at right angles to the runway.
The lights are usually positioned on the
left-hand side of the runway abeam the
aim point. Some PAPIs use lights on
both sides of the runway. PAPI indications are given in table 4-8.
Note. The four red lights will remain
visible until ground impact, and you
will not be given any further indications of descent below the 2.5°
glideslope.
Lights

Red
White

(slightly)

On slope

Too low
(slightly)
IR-2409.EPS

Figure 4-6 PAPI.

Indication

Four white lights

Too high

Three white lights and
one red light on the right

Slightly high

Two white and two red lights

On slope

One white light and
three red lights to the left
Four red lights

Too high

Glideslope
glideslope is more than 3.5°
glideslope is approximately 3.3°
glideslope is 3°

Slightly low

approximately 2.7°

Too low

less than 2.5° slope

Table 4-8 PAPI indications.

Aerodrome Suitability
Is the Departure Aerodrome Suitable?
Aerodrome suitability is necessary to consider in the event the departure aerodrome becomes the destination aerodrome. This type of situation could occur
if the weather on track is not as forecast and a return is necessary, or if there are
in-flight problems with the aircraft and a return to the destination aerodrome
is required.
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Is the Destination Aerodrome Suitable?
Prior to departure, you must determine if the destination aerodrome is suitable.
An alternate aerodrome must be planned if you have any doubts about the
availability, suitability or reliability of lighting, navigation aids, standby power,
a responsible person or weather.
Lighting

The following conditions at the destination must be met:
• for aerodromes with portable lighting, a responsible person must be in attendance from at least 30 minutes before ETA to the time landing and taxiing has
been completed;
• for aerodromes with electric lighting (including PAL) without standby
power, there must be portable runway lighting and a responsible person must
be in attendance for 30 minutes before the ETA to the time landing and
taxiing has been completed; and
• for aerodromes with PAL and standby power, a responsible person must be in
attendance from at least 30 minutes before ETA to the time landing and taxiing
has been completed.
If flying to an aerodrome that does not have PAL, you must ensure that the lights
are working from 30 minutes before the expected arrival until landing and taxiing
is completed. If conditions at the destination aerodrome are not met, flight to an
alternate aerodrome need not be planned if the aircraft has sufficient fuel on board
for flight to the destination plus holding until first light, as well as enough fuel for
a further 10 minutes (plus the fixed reserve).
Navigation Aids

The flight must provide for a suitable alternate within one hour’s flight time of
the destination, unless the destination aerodrome is served by a radio navigation
aid (NDB/VOR) and the aircraft is fitted with the appropriate radio navigation
system capable of using the aid, or the aircraft is fitted with an approved GPS
and the pilot is rated.
Weather

The destination aerodrome is not suitable for night VFR flights if weather conditions fall below the alternate minimum during the currency of, or 30 minutes
prior to, the forecast commencement of the following:
• total cloud cover of more than SCT below the alternate minimum (1,500 ft);
• visibility less than the alternate minimum (<8 km);
• visibility greater than the alternate minimum, but the forecast is endorsed
with a percentage probability of fog, mist, dust or any other phenomenon
which restricts visibility below the alternate minimum; or
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• crosswind or downwind component of more than the maximum for the aircraft.
When weather conditions are expected to be as stated above but are
expected to improve by a specific time, there is no need for an alternate
aerodrome if sufficient fuel is carried to allow the aircraft to hold until that
specific time plus 30 minutes.
When thunderstorms or intermittent or temporary deterioration in the
weather are forecast, there is no need for an alternate aerodrome providing that
additional fuel is carried to allow the aircraft to hold for the following:
• 30 minutes for INTER; and
• 60 minutes for a TEMPO.
Is the Alternate Aerodrome Suitable?
If the destination aerodrome requires an alternate, you must ensure that the
alternate aerodrome is suitable.
Reference: AIP ENR 1.1 Para 11.7.
Lighting

For non-regular public transport (RPT) aircraft, RPT cargo only or RPT
below 3,500 kg maximum take-off weight (MTOW), there is no requirement
for a responsible person to be in attendance where an alternate aerodrome is
served by PAL, providing that the aircraft is equipped with dual VHF, or it is
equipped with single VHF and HF communications and carries 30 minutes
holding fuel to allow for ground staff to be alerted in the event of a failure of
the aircraft’s VHF communications.
In the event that the aircraft has only one VHF, the alternate must have
lighting which is not pilot-activated or, if it has PAL, a responsible person must
be on the ground to manually switch on the lights. An alternate aerodrome
with electric or PAL lighting need not have stand-by power or stand-by
portable lighting.
Navigation Aids

The alternate aerodrome must be within on hour’s flight time of the destination
and be served by a radio navigation aid (NDB/VOR) that the aircraft is equipped
to use. The pilot is responsible for ensuring familiarity with obstacles surrounding the aerodrome within the circling area and that the aircraft is manoeuvred at
a height sufficient to maintain obstacle clearance in the circling area.
Weather

Weather requirements for alternate aerodromes are the same as for destination
aerodromes.

